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1. Introduction
The two main objectives of patent systems are to encourage
investments in R&D by granting inventors a temporary monopoly
over the use of their inventions and to facilitate the dissemination of
R&D knowledge. One aspect of patent systems that reflects the desire
to balance these conflicting objectives is the requirement to publicly
disclose pre-grant patent applications after 18 months from the date
of application. This requirement, which is in place in practically every
industrialized country (see Ragusa, 1992), implies that inventors
may face the risk that their knowledge will be made public even if
eventually their patent applications are rejected. Not surprisingly,
opponents of this requirement argue that this risk may discourage
innovations, especially by small independent inventors who lack the
means to vigorously protect their intellectual property. A notable
exception to the 18 months rule is the current U.S. patent system
which allows applicants to keep their patent applications confiden-
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tial until an actual patent is issued, provided that they do not seek
patent protection in another country in which the 18 months rule
applies.1

In this paper we examine the implications of pre-grant publication
of patent applications in the context of a cumulative innovation
model. In this model, two firms engage in an R&D process aimed at
developing a new commercial technology. Our analysis begins when
one of the two firms has managed to accumulate enough interim R&D
knowledge to file for a patent.2 We then examine what are the effects
of pre-grant patent publication (PP) on the incentives of the leading
firm to apply for a patent on its interim R&D knowledge, and on the
R&D investments of the two firms which determine their likelihood to
successfully develop the new commercial technology.

In principle, pre-grant patent publication (PP) may have two main
effects: first, it creates a technical spillover because the lagging firm
gets access to the leading firm's interim R&D knowledge when the
1 The Patent Reform Act of 2007 (H.R. 1908 and S.1145 of the 110th Congress)
proposes to eliminate the exemption. Until the passage of the American Inventors
Protection Act (AIPA) in 1999, all patent applications in the U.S. were kept confidential
until a patent was actually granted. Since 1999, approximately 10% of all applicants
opt-out of publication (FTC, 2005, p. 11).

2 For instance, in the context of biotechnology, the interim R&D knowledge could
represent a research tool like a cell line, chemical reagent, or antibody which is used in
research but need not have an independent commercial value.
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3 Another possibility is that firm 1 will license its interim R&D knowledge to firm 2
ex ante, before the outcome of the R&D process is decided. For analysis of this kind of
licensing, see Spiegel (2008).

4 This tradeoff is reminiscent of the tradeoff in Horstman et al. (1985), although the
technological spillover in their model arises because patenting reveals to the lagging
firm how profitable it would be to imitate the leading firm. For a related tradeoff, see
Erkal (2005).

Fig. 1. The sequence of events.
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patent application is made public even if the application is eventually
rejected. Second, PP may credibly reveal to the lagging firm that the
leading firm is indeed leading and may also affect its beliefs about the
extent of this lead. In this paper we focus on the first, technological
spillover, effect of PP. This effect figures prominently in the public
debate in the U.S. about PP.

We show that the implications of PP depend on the strength of
patent protection, which depends in our model on two factors: (i)
the likelihood that the patent office will grant the leading firm a
patent on its interim R&D knowledge, and (ii) the likelihood that the
patent will be upheld in court. PP matters however only if patent
protection is strong or intermediate because under weak protection,
the leading firm does not file for a patent even when patent
applications are kept confidential. On the other hand, when patent
protection is strong, the leading firm files for a patent evenwhen a PP
is in place. But since PP creates a technological spillover, it induces
the leading firm to cut its R&D investment while inducing the lagging
firm to invest more. When the cost of R&D is quadratic, PP raises the
overall likelihood that the new technology will reach the product
market, and hence it benefits consumers. If in addition the marginal
cost of R&D is sufficiently large, then PP also raises social welfare
(measured as the sum of the expected consumers' surplus and
expected profits). On the other hand, PP hurts the leading firm and
hence, weakens its incentives to accumulate interim R&D knowledge
in the first place.

Things are more subtle when patent protection is intermediate.
Now the leading firm files for a patent when patent applications are
confidential but not when they are made public. Moreover, the effect
of PP on the R&D investments depends on the likelihood that patents
will be upheld in court: when this likelihood is large, PP induces the
leading firm to cut its R&D investment while inducing the lagging firm
to invest more. When the likelihood that patents will be upheld in
court is small, PP has an ambiguous effect on the R&D investments.
Nonetheless, when the cost of R&D is quadratic, PP still benefits
consumers regardless of the likelihood that patents will be upheld in
court. And, when the marginal cost of R&D is sufficiently large, PP
enhances social welfare if patents are likely to be upheld in court, but
it decreases social welfare otherwise.

The economic literature has already studied various aspects of patent
laws, including the optimal length and breadth of patents (e.g., Nordhaus,
1969; Gilbert and Shapiro, 1990; Klemperer, 1990; Gallini, 1992; Chang,
1995; Green and Scotchmer,1995;Matutes et al., 1996; O'Donoghue et al.,
1998), priority rules such as “first to file” versus “first to invent” (e.g.,
Scotchmer andGreen,1990), novelty requirements (e.g., Scotchmer,1996;
Eswaran and Gallini, 1996; O'Donoghue, 1998), the optimal renewal of
patents (Cornelli and Schankerman, 1999), and the optimal length of
protection given to the first firm to discover interim R&D knowledge
(Bloch and Markowitz, 1996). However, pre-grant patent publication has
received very little attention in the economic literature. Given the
continuing debate in the U.S. about the 18 months rule, it seems that a
formal economic analysis of this issue is badly needed.

We are aware of only two papers that examine the implication of
PP. Aoki and Prusa (1996) assume that PP reveals information about
the quality choice of the first filer. They show that this information
allows firms to coordinate their R&D investments and achieve a more
collusive outcome. Unlike the current paper though, the decision to
patent is not endogenous, filing for a patent does not create a
technological spillover, and patenting does not allow the first filer to
exclude its rival from the product market. Johnson and Popp (2003)
examine citation analysis on all U.S. domestic patents from 1976 to
1996 and find that more “significant” patents (those that are
subsequently cited more often) tend to take longer through the
application process and hence are more likely to be affected by PP.
Moreover, their analysis suggests that earlier disclosure should lead to
faster diffusion of R&D knowledge. While faster diffusion benefits
future inventors, it hurts the filing inventors and may therefore make
them more reluctant to file for patents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
describe the model and in Sections 3 and 4 we study the equilibrium
under the PP and CF systems. In Section 5 we compare the two filing
systems in terms of the equilibrium patenting and investment
behavior of the two firms and use the results to examine the
implications of PP for consumers' surplus and social welfare. We then
consider the possibility that the two firms will engage in licensing in
Section 6, and in Section 7 we examine the implications of PP for the
firms' incentives to accumulate interim R&D knowledge. We conclude
in Section 8. All proofs are in the Appendix A.

2. The model

Two firms engage in an R&D process aimed at developing a new
commercial technology. Suppose that the R&D process has reached a
critical point where one of the two firms, firm 1, has accumulated
enough interim knowledge to apply for a patent. This knowledge
represents, say, a research tool or some basic technologywhich lowers
the cost of R&D in the rest of the R&D process. Although the patent (if
granted) covers only the interim knowledge of firm 1, it nonetheless
allows it to sue firm 2 for patent infringement if firm 2 eventually
manages to develop the new technology. Inmost of the paper, we shall
assume that when firm 1 holds a patent, it always sues firm 2 when
the latter develops the new technology; this assumption can be
justified on the grounds that firm 1 wishes to develop reputation for
vigorously protecting its intellectual property. In Section 6 we shall
relax this assumption and consider ex post licensingwhich takes place
when firm 1 fails to develop the new technology while firm 2
succeeds.3 The cost of applying for a patent is that some of firm 1's
interim knowledge is spilled over to firm 2 either through the patent
application (if it is made public), or through an actual patent (if and
when it is granted).4

Given firm 1's patenting decision, but before the patent office
makes a decision, the two firms decide howmuch to invest in the rest
of the R&D process. The investment of each firm determines its
eventual probability of success. We assume that the outcome of the
R&D process is binary: each firm either succeeds to develop the new
technology or it fails and develops nothing. Once the R&D process
ends, the two firms compete in the product market. The sequence of
events is summarized in Fig. 1.
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2.1. The filing system

We consider two filing systems: under a pre-grant patent
publication system (PP system), the contents of patent applications
are automatically published after a certain period of time from the
application date (typically 18 months). Under a confidential filing
system (CF system), patent applications are kept confidential until a
patent is granted; if an application is rejected, then no information is
revealed.

In practice, patent protection is imperfect both because patent
applications are sometimes rejected by the patent office if they are not
deemed sufficiently novel, useful, or non-obvious, and because actual
patents are not always upheld in court.5 We capture these imperfec-
tions by assuming that firm 1's patent application is approved with
probability θ∈ [0, 1], and if firm 1 sues firm 2 for patent infringement,
then it wins in court with probability γ∈ [0, 1].6 Throughout we treat
θ and γ as exogenous parameters.7
2.2. The cost of R&D

Given firm 1's filing decision, but before the patent office decides
whether to grant firm 1 a patent, firms 1 and 2 simultaneously choose
how much to invest in the rest of the R&D process.8 For analytical
convenience, we shall assume that the two firms directly choose their
probabilities of success, q1 and q2, and these choices determine their
respective R&D cost functions, which are given by C(q1) and βC(q2),
where βN1 because firm 2 does not have full access to firm 1's interim
knowledge. We assume that C(·) is twice continuously differentiable,
increasing, and strictly convex, with C′(0)=0.9 The value of β
depends on the degree of technological spillover which in turn
depends on whether firm 1 applies for a patent and on which filing
system is in place. We assume that the value of β is lowest and equals
βL if firm 1 applies for a patent and a PP system is in place; in that case,
firm 2 gets access to firm 1's interim knowledge through firm 1's
patent application. The value of β is intermediate and equals βM if a
patent is granted and a CF system is in place; firm 2 then gets access to
firm 1's only through the patent itself. Finally, the value of β is largest
and equals βH if either firm 1 does not apply for a patent, or if it does
5 In 2003, the grant rates were 59.9% at the EPO, 49.9% at the JPO, and 64% at the
USPTO (USPTO, 2004, Table 4). Allison and Lemley (1998) find that out of the 300 final
patent validity decisions by U.S. courts during the period 1989–1996, only 162 patents
(54%) were held valid. In Japan, the original patent was upheld in only 23 out of the 51
patent infringement suits studied between April 2000 and January 2003 (45.1%)
(Material prepared for 4th meeting of Subcommittee on Intellectual Property Disputes,
Committee for Legal System Reform Headquarters for Promotion of Judicial Reform,
Prime Minister's Office (January 31, 2003)).

6 The assumption that patent protection is imperfect has also been made elsewhere.
Meurer (1989), Anton and Yao (2003, 2004), and Choi (1998) assume that patents can
be challenged in court and may be ruled as invalid, but the possibility that patent
applications may be rejected plays no role in these papers. Kabla (1996) assumes that
patent applications may be rejected, but does not consider the possibility that patents
may not be upheld in court. Waterson (1990) and Crampes and Langinier (2002)
assume that suing for patent infringement is costly so patentholders do not always sue
imitators. Finally, Crampes and Langinier (1998) show that under certain conditions,
firms may choose not to renew their patents in order to conceal favorable market
information from potential entrants.

7 According to the enablement doctrine of patent law, "claims ought to be bounded
to a significant degree by what the disclosure enables, over and beyond prior art"
(Merges and Nelson, 1994, p.10). Thus, in a more general model where firm 1 can
choose the scope of its disclosure, the likelihood that a court will uphold firm 1's
patent would be an endogenous variable.

8 This timing reflects the fact that patent examination is typically a lengthy process:
pendency time at USPTO was 26.7 months in 2003. Pendency times at EPO and JPO
were 37.7 and 31.1 months respectively. (See USPTO, 2004 for details, including
definition.)

9 Given that C(·) is increasing, there is a 1.1 relationship between the probability of
success and the cost of achieving it so it is equally possible to assume that the two
firms choose how much to spend on R&D and these choices determine their respective
probabilities of success.
but its patent application is rejected and a CF system is in place. In
both cases, there is no technological spillover.10

We assume that the fact that firm 1's cost of R&D is lower is
common knowledge. As mentioned in the Introduction, without this
assumption, PP would not only create a technological spillover, but
would also reveal to firm 2 that firm 1's cost is C(q) and not higher.
This will affect firm 1's incentive to file for a patent under the PP
system. In the current paper, however, we wish to focus on the
technological spillover effect and hence eliminate the effect of PP on
firm 2's beliefs by adopting the common knowledge assumption.11

2.3. Competition in the product market

Once the R&D process ends, the two firms compete in the product
market. Instead of assuming a specific type of product market
competition, we simply assume that if only one firm succeeds to
develop the new technology (this firm can be either firm 1 or 2), then
the net present value of its profits is πyn and the net present value of
its rival's profits is πny. If both firms succeed to develop the new
technology, then the net present value of their profits is πyy, and if
neither firm succeeds, the net present value of their profits is πnn.12

Throughout, we make the following assumptions:

A1. πynNπyy≥πnn≥πny.

A2. C′(1)Nmax{πyn−πnn, πyy−πny}, and C″(q)NΠ, where Π≡πyn+
πny−πyy−πnn for all q∈ [0, 1].

Assumption A1 holds whenever the products of firms 1 and 2 are
substitutes. Assumption A2 ensures that the best-response functions
of firms 1 and 2 are well behaved. Moreover, the first part of
Assumption A2 ensures that it is too costly to invest up to the point
where developing the new technology becomes a sure thing,
irrespective of whether the rival firm does or does not develop the
new technology.

3. The pre-grant patent publication (PP) system

When firm 1 files for a patent under the PP system, it can prevent
firm 2 from bringing the new technology to the product market (if
firm 2 develops it) with probability γθ, which is the probability that a
patent is granted and is upheld in court. Hence, γθ reflects the
effective patent protection that firm 1 enjoys. Recalling that the
success probabilities of firms 1 and 2 are q1 and q2, the expected
payoffs of the two firms are

π1
q1; q2 jF

� �
= q1 q2 1− γθð Þπyy + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ

� �
πyn

h i
+ 1− q1

� �
q2 1− γθð Þπny + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ

� �
πnn

h i
− C q1

� �
:

ð1Þ

and

π2
q1; q2 jF

� �
= q1 q2 1− γθð Þπyy + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ

� �
πny

h i
+ 1− q1

� �
q2 1− γθð Þπyn + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ

� �
πnn

h i
− βLC q2

� �
:

ð2Þ

The first bracketed term in Eq. (1) is firm 1's payoff when it
succeeds to develop the new technology. With probability q2(1−γθ),
firm 2 also succeeds and is free to use the new technology in the
10 The assumption that βHNβMNβL is consistent with Mansfield et al. (1981) who
estimate that the average ratio between the cost of imitating an existing technology
(βLC(q) or βMC(q) in our model) and the cost of innovating it from scratch (βHC(q) in
our model) is 0.65.
11 For papers that study the effect of voluntary disclosure of R&D knowledge on the
beliefs of rival firms, see for example Lichtman et al. (2000), Gordon (2004), Jansen
(2008), and Gill (2008).
12 To economize on notation we assume that the product market profits are
symmetric: πyy, πyn, πny, and πnn are the same for both firms. This assumption is not
important however and none of our results depends on it.



Fig. 2. The Nash equilibrium in the filling and the no-filling subgames and how it changes with increases in γθ.

13 The proof appears in a technical appendix which is available at www.tau.ac.il/
~spiegel.
14 For simplicity, we draw the best-response functions as straight lines even though
in general this need not be the case. This however does not affect any of our
conclusions.
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product market, so firm 1's payoff is πyy; with probability 1−q2(1−
γθ), firm 2 either fails or else it succeeds but it is prevented from using
the new technology, so firm 1's payoff is πyn. The second bracketed
term in Eq. (1) represents the corresponding expressions when firm 1
fails to develop the new technology. The interpretation of Eq. (2) is
similar. Firm 2's cost is βLC(q2) because firm 2 gets access to firm 1's
interim knowledge through firm 1's patent application.

Absent filing, firm 1 cannot prevent firm 2 from using the new
technology if firm 2 develops it. Hence, the expected payoffs of the
two firms are

π1 q1; q2 jNF
� �

= q1 q2πyy + 1− q2
� �

πyn

h i
+ 1− q1

� �
q2πny + 1− q2

� �
πnn

h i
− C q1

� �
;

ð3Þ

and

π2 q1; q2 jNF
� �

= q1 q2πyy + 1− q2
� �

πny

h i
+ 1− q1

� �
q2πyn + 1− q2

� �
πnn

h i
− βHC q2

� �
:

ð4Þ

These expressions differ from the corresponding expressions in the
filing subgame in two ways: first, the probability that firm 2 uses the
new technology in the product market is now q2 instead of q2(1−γθ).
Second, absent filing, there is no technological spillover, so firm 2's
cost of R&D is βHC(q2) instead of βLC(q2), where βHNβL.

Let R1(q2|F) and R2(q1|F) be the best-response functions in the
filing subgame; these functions are defined implicitly by
∂π1 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ

∂q1 = 0 and ∂π2 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ
∂q2 = 0. Similarly, the best-response func-

tions in the no-filing subgame, R1(q2|NF) and R2(q1|NF), are defined
implicitly by ∂π1 q1 ;q2 jNFð Þ

∂q1 = 0 and ∂π2 q1 ;q2 jNFð Þ
∂q2 = 0. Assumptions A1 and A2

ensure that the best-response functions in both subgames are well-
defined and single-valued. The best-response functions are downward
sloping in the (q1, q2) space (q1 and q2 are strategic substitutes) if
Π≡πyn+πny−πyy−πnnN0 and are upward sloping (q1 and q2 are
strategic complements) if Π<0. To interpret Π, note that it can be
written as (πyn−πnn)−(πyy−πny), where πyn−πnn is the extra profits
generated by the new technologywhen the rival fails to develop it, and
πyy−πny is the corresponding extra profit when the rival succeeds.
When ΠN0, having the new technology is more profitable when the
rival does not have it and conversely when Π<0.

The Nash equilibrium in the filing subgame, (qF1, qF2), is determined
by the intersection of R1(q2|F) and R2(q1|F), while the Nash equilibrium
in the no-filing subgame, (qNF1 , qNF2 ), is determined by the intersection of
R1(q2|NF) and R2(q1|NF). Assumptions A1 and A2 ensure that (qF1, qF2)
and (qNF1 , qNF2 ) are unique and lie inside the unit square (recall that q1

and q2 are probabilities and hence must be between 0 and 1).13

To see how the effective patent protection, γθ, affects the R&D
investments,note that ∂

2π1 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ
∂q1∂ γθð Þ = q2Π and ∂2π2 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ

∂q2∂ γθð Þ = − q1 πyy − πny
� �

+
�

1− q1Þ πyn − πnn
� ��ð .Hence,whenγθincreases,R1(q2|F)shiftsoutwardifΠN0

(q1 and q2 are strategic substitutes) and inwards if Π<0 (q1 and q2 are
strategic complements); by contrast, Assumption A1 ensures thatR2(q1|F)
always shifts inward.As a result,qF1 increaseswithγθ ifΠN0anddecreases
with γθ if Π<0, while qF

2 always decreases with γθ irrespective of Π.
Intuitively,asγθ increases,firm2islesslikelytobringthenewtechnologyto
theproductmarketandhenceitsmarginalbenefitfromR&Dfalls;asaresult
firm2 invests less.As forfirm1,note that itsmarginal benefit fromR&Dis a
weightedaverageofπyn−πnn and πyy−πny. When γθ increases, firm 1 is
more likely to block firm 2 from using the new technology and hence its
extra profits is more likely to be πyn−πnn rather than πyy−πny. This in
turn boosts firm 1's incentive to invest if and only if πyn−πnnNπyy−πny,
i.e., if and only ifΠN0.

Fig. 2 illustrates the equilibria in the filing and the no-filing
subgames and shows how they are affected by γθ.14 Panels a–c show

http://www.tau.ac.il/~spiegel
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the case where ΠN0 (q1 and q2 are strategic substitutes) and Panels
d–f show the case whereΠ<0 (q1 and q2 are strategic complements).
Panels a and d show that in the extreme case where γθ=0 (firm 1
gets no patent protection), R1(q2|F)=R1(q2|NF). On the other hand,
given that βLNβH, the marginal cost of q2 is lower in the filing
subgame, so R2(q1|F)NR2(q1|NF). Hence, the equilibrium point in the
filing subgame, F0, lies northwest of the equilibrium point in the no-
filing subgame, NF, if ΠN0 and northeast of NF if Π<0. As γθ
increases, R1(q2|F) shifts to the right when ΠN0 and to the left
when Π<0. By contrast, R2(q1|F) shifts down irrespective of Π.
Panels b and e show that as a result, the equilibrium point in the filing
subgame shifts southeast (southwest) from F0 to F if ΠN0 (Π<0).
Panels c and f show that when γθ≥1−βL/βH, R2(q1|F) drops below
R2(q1|NF), so F is attained southeast (southwest) of NF if ΠN0
(Π<0). Notice that an increase in γθ always leads to decrease in qF

2,
but leads to an increase in qF

1 if ΠN0 and a decrease in qF
1 if Π<0.

Next let πF1≡π1(qF1, qF
2|F) and πNF1 ≡π1(qNF1 , qNF

2 |NF) be the Nash
equilibrium payoffs of firm 1 in the filing and in the no-filing
subgames, and define πF2 and πNF2 similarly. Then, we can prove the
following result (the proof, along with all other proofs, is in the
Appendix A):

Proposition 1. (Firm 1's filing decision under the PP system.) There
exists a unique critical value of γθ, denoted γθb, where γθba

0; 1− βL = βHð Þð Þ, such that π1
F⪌π1

NF as γθ⪌γθb.

Proposition 1 implies that firm 1 files for a patent under the PP
system if and only if the effective patent protection, γθ, exceeds a
threshold level, γ̂�. Intuitively, firm 1 does not file for a patent when
γθ is small because then it loses some of its technological advantage,
without enjoying much protection against imitation. As γθ increases,
patents receive stronger protection so filing becomes more attractive
to firm 1. When γθ N γ̂�, firm 1's benefit from raising its chance to
block firm 2 from using the new technology exceeds the associated
loss of technological advantage and hence firm 1 files for a patent.

Proposition 1 also shows that the threshold γ̂� is bounded from
above by 1−βL/βH. This implies that we should expect more patent
applications when (i) βL is high (PP creates a relatively small
technological spillover so firm 1 does not lose much by filing for a
patent), and (ii) βH is low (firm 1's interim knowledge gives it only a
small advantage over firm 2 and hence firm 1 has little to lose by
filing).

4. Confidential filing (CF)

Absentfiling, the expected payoffs of the two firms are still given by
Eqs. (3) and (4) and hence the Nash equilibrium in the no-filing
subgame continues to be (qNF1 , qNF2 ). Moreover, firm 1's expected payoff
when it files for a patent continues to be given by Eq. (1) because it can
still prevent firm 2 from bringing the new technology to the product
market with probability γθ, irrespective of whether its patent
application is made public. Hence, the best-response function of firm
1 in the filing subgame remains R1(q2|F), exactly as in the PP system.

The only difference between the PP and the CF systems is that now,
firm 2's expected payoff in the filing subgame is no longer given by Eq.
(2); instead it is given by

π̄2 q1; q2 jF
� �

= q1 q2 1− γθð Þπyy + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ
� �

πny

h i
+ 1− q1

� �
q2 1− γθð Þπyn + 1− q2 1− γθð Þ

� �
πnn

h i
− βθC q2

� �
;

ð5Þ

where βθ≡θβM+(1−θ)βH. This expression differs from Eq. (2) only
in firm 2's cost of R&D, which is now higher and given by βθC(q2)
instead of βLC(q2). The reason for this is that under the CF system,
there is a technological spillover only when a patent is actually
granted. This event occurs with probability θ; with probability 1−θ,
firm 1's patent application is rejected and there is no spillover.
The best-response function of firm 2 in the filing subgame, R̄2(q1|F),
is defined implicitly by ∂ π̄2 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ

∂q2 = 0. Assumptions A1 and A2 ensure
that it is well defined and single valued. Moreover, it is downward
sloping in the (q1, q2) space (q1 and q2 are strategic substitutes) ifΠN0
and upward sloping (q1 and q2 are strategic complements) if Π<0. A
Nash equilibrium in the filing subgame, (q̄F1, q̄F2), is determined by the
intersection of R1(q2|F) and R2̄(q1|F). Assumptions A1 and A2 ensure
that (q ̄F1, q ̄F2) is unique and lies inside the unit square.

To examine the effect of patent protection on the R&D investments,
note from Eq. (5) that the likelihood that firm 1 gets a patent, θ, affects
the filing subgame not only through the effective patent protection,
γθ, but also through firm 2's cost of R&D. Hence, unlike the PP system,
now γ and θ do not have the exact same effect on the equilibrium. We
begin by noting that as θ increases, firm 2 is less likely to use the new
technology in the product market, so its marginal benefit from R&D
falls. But since firm 2 is alsomore likely to get access to firm 1's interim
knowledge, its marginal cost of R&D falls as well. To examine the net
effect, note that

∂2 π̄2 q1; q2 jF
� �
∂q2∂θ

= − γ q1 πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
− βM − βHð ÞC′ q2

� �
=

βH

βθ
q1 πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
1− βM

βH

� �
− γ

	 

;

where the second equality follows by substituting for C′(q2) from the
first order condition, ∂ π̄2 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ

∂q2 = 0 and rearranging terms. Hence,
when θ increases, R̄2(q1|F) shifts inward if γN1−βM/βH and outward
if γ<1−βM/βH. As for firm 1, note that

∂2π1 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ
∂q1∂θ = γq2Π, so an

increase in θ shifts R1(q2|F) outward if ΠN0 and inward if Π<0.
Hence, when γN1−βM/βH, the situation is similar to the PP case: qF̄1

increases with θ if ΠN0 and decreases if Π<0, while q̄F
2 always

decreases with θ irrespective of Π. On the other hand, when γ<1−
βM/βH, an increase in θ has an ambiguous effect on the R&D
investments.

As for γ, its effect on the R&D investments is similar to the effect of
γθ under the PP system. That is, qF̄1 increases with γ if ΠN0 and
decreases with γ if Π<0, while q ̄F2 always decreases with γ
irrespective of Π. Using πF̄1≡π1(q̄F1, q̄F2|F) and πF̄2≡π2(q ̄F1, q̄F2|F) to denote
the equilibrium payoffs in the filing subgame, and recalling that as in
Section 3, the equilibrium payoffs in the no-filing subgame are πNF1 and
πNF2 , we can prove the following result:

Proposition 2. (Firm 1's filing decision under the CF system.) For each
θN0, there exists a unique critical value of γ, denoted γ̂,where γ̂∈(0,1−
βθ/βH)/θ, such that π̄ 1

F ⪌π1
NF as γ⪌ γ̂.

Proposition 2 implies that given the likelihood of getting a patent,
θ, firm 1 files for a patent under the CF system if and only if the
likelihood that the patent will be upheld in court exceeds a threshold
level, γ̂, which is bounded from above by (1−βθ/βH)/θ.

5. The implications of PP for R&D, patenting, and welfare

Having examined the two filing systems in isolation, we now
compare them in order to determine the impact of PP on firm 1's
propensity to file for a patent on its interim knowledge, on the R&D
investments of the two firms, and on consumer surplus and social
welfare.

5.1. The effect of PP on patenting behavior and on the R&D investments

As a preliminary step, we begin by comparing the equilibrium R&D
investments and expected payoffs under the two filing systems,
assuming that firm 1 files for a patent (note however that firm 1 need
not have the same propensity to file for a patent under the two
systems). We do not need to make a similar comparison when firm 1
does not file for a patent since then PP is irrelevant.



Fig. 3. Comparing the equilibrium in the filling subgame under the PP and the CF systems.
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Lemma 1. (Comparing the equilibrium investment levels and expected
payoffs in the filing subgame under the two filing systems.) Suppose that
firm 1 files for a patent under both systems. Then,

(i) qF
2NqF̄

2, qF1< q̄F
1 if ΠN0, and qF

1N q̄F
1 if Π<0,

(ii) πF1<πF̄1, and πF2NπF̄2 if ΠN0.

The intuition behind Lemma 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The expected
marginal cost of firm 2 is higher under the CF system since then there is
a technological spillover only if and when firm 1 gets a patent.
Consequently, R̄2(q1|F) lies below R2(q1|F). Since the best-response
function of firm 1, R1(q2|F), is the same under the two systems, the
equilibrium point under PP, F, is attained northwest of the equilibrium
point under CF, F̄ , ifΠN0 and northeast of F̄ ifΠ<0. Part (ii) of Lemma
1 shows that firm 1 is worse-off filing for a patent under PP; intuitively
this is because PP creates a larger technological spillover than CF. Part
(ii) of the lemma also shows that whenever ΠN0, firm 2 is better-off
under PP. This is due not only to the larger technological spillover that
firm 2 enjoys under PP, but also due to the fact that whenever ΠN0,
firm 1 invests less in R&D and is therefore less likely to bring the new
technology to the product market. When Π<0, firm 1 invests more
under PP so the overall effect of PP on firm 2 is ambiguous.

We are now ready to compare firm 1's propensity to file for a
patent under the two systems.

Proposition 3. (Firm 1's filing decision under the PP and CF filing
systems.) Firm 1 does not file for a patent under both filing systems if
γ≤ γ̂, files for a patent under both systems if γ N γθb= θ, and files for a
patent only under the CF system if γ̂ < γ V γθb= θ.
Fig. 4. Firm 1's filling decision under the PP and CF filling systems.
Proposition 3 is illustrated in Fig. 4 in the (θ, γ) space. When γ≤ γ̂,
patents receive weak protection since they are relatively hard to
defend in court. Consequently, firm 1 does not file for a patent under
neither filing system. Examples for industries with weak patent
protection include some mature industries like textile, food proces-
sing, and fabricated metal products (Arundel and Kabla, 1998; Levin
et al., 1987). When γ N γθb= θ patents receive strong protection since
they are likely to be upheld in court; hence, firm 1 files for a patent
under both filing systems. Examples for industries where patents are
regarded as providing strong protection include pharmaceuticals,
organic chemicals, and pesticides (Arundel and Kabla, 1998; Levin
et al., 1987; Mansfield, 1986). Finally, when γ̂ V γ V γθb= θ, patent
protection is intermediate and firm 1 files for a patent only under the
CF system. Industries where patents provide an intermediate protec-
tion (relative to alternatives such as, secrecy, securing a lead time
advantage over rivals, learning curve advantages, and investment in
sales or service efforts), include chemical products, relatively
uncomplicated mechanical equipment, electrical equipment, and
petroleum (Levin et al., 1987; Mansfield, 1986).

Proposition 3 has at least three important implications for PP
which are now stated in the following corollaries. First, Proposition 3
implies that there are parameter values for which firm 1 files for a
patent under the CF system but not under the PP system. Hence,

Corollary 1. PP has an adverse effect on the propensity to file for patents.

Corollary 1 suggests that PP may discourage the dissemination of
R&D knowledge, contrary to what many proponents of this system
argue.15 The reason of course is that proponents of PP overlook the fact
that PP has an adverse effect on the propensity to file for patents. This
adverse effect of PP confirms Gilbert's (1994) intuition that “There is
at least a theoretical potential for the publication of applications prior
to the patent grants to have adverse incentive effects because of the
potential for appropriation of the intellectual property when no
patents are ever issued. To avoid appropriation of intellectual
property, some investors who otherwise would apply for patents
might rely instead on trade secrets protection.” Proposition 3 qualifies
15 For example, in a Congress hearing in February 1997, Rep. Howard Coble (then the
chairman of the subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property) stated that PP “…

will benefit American inventors, innovators, and society at large … by furthering the
constitutional incentive to disseminate information regarding new technologies more
rapidly …” Similarly, Rep. Sue W. Kelly, argued that “It's also an imperative that we
have an 18-month publication of patent applications for all inventors …. How can we
say that our businesses do not need to know about technology until actually a patent
issues? We cannot in good conscious make such judgments because we neither know
which technological inventions may be industry-critical, nor fromwhom or fromwhat
source such inventions will arise. Both statements appear in http://commdocs.
house.gov/committees/judiciary/hju40523.000/hju40523_0f.htm.

http://commdocs.house.gov/committees/judiciary/hju40523.000/hju40523_0f.htm
http://commdocs.house.gov/committees/judiciary/hju40523.000/hju40523_0f.htm
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this argument by suggesting that this adverse effect of PP pertains
only to industries in which patent protection is intermediate.

Corollary 2. When patent protection is strong, PP leads to an increase in
q2 and a decrease (increase) in q1 if ΠN0 (Π<0). When patent
protection is intermediate and γθ z 1− βθ

βH
, PP leads to a decrease in q2

and an increase (decrease) in q1 ifΠN0 (Π<0). If γθ < 1− βθ
βH
, then PP

has an ambiguous effect on q1 and q2.

Tepperman (2002) studies the effect of Canada's 1989 Patent Act
reform that led to a switch from a confidential filing system with a
first-to-invent priority rule to a PP system with a first-to-file priority
rule on the behavior of 84 Canadian firms from various industries. He
finds that on average, firms have increased their R&D spending
following the reform. Corollary 2 shows that on a theoretical ground,
PP has an ambiguous effect on investments in R&D. Tepperman also
finds that following the reform, firms have increased their patenting
intensity. Although this finding is inconsistent with Corollary 1, one
should bear in mind that Tepperman examines the combined effect of
a switch from CF to PP and from first-to-invent to first-to-file, whereas
we only examine the effect of a switch from CF to PP.16

Corollary 3. PP hurts firm 1 when patent protection is strong or
intermediate but it may benefit firm 2.

When patent protection is weak, firm 1 does not file for a patent so
PP is irrelevant. When patent protection is strong, firm 1 files for a
patent under both systems, but PP hurts it because it leads to a larger
technological spillover. PP also hurts firm 1 when patent protection is
intermediate, because then firm 1 chooses to file for a patent only
under the CF system. Since πNF1 is the same under the PP and CF
systems, it follows from revealed preferences that firm 1's choice to
file under the CF system means that it must be better-off than under
the PP system. Putnam (1997) estimates that PP is associated with a
$479 decrease in the mean value of patents. In our model, firm 1's loss
is even larger since Putnam's estimate is conditional on a patent being
granted, while we examine the impact of PP on the unconditional
expected profit of firm 1.

In the context of our model, it is natural to assume that small
inventors will mainly play the role of firm 1, because they often lack
the capacity and resources needed to absorb the technological
spillovers generated by other firms. Corollary 3 may then explain
why the main opposition for adopting a PP system in the U.S. came
from small and independent inventors, while the main support for PP
came from large corporations.

5.2. The implications of PP for consumer surplus and social welfare

In this section, we study the implications of the technological
spillover effect of PP on consumers' surplus and social welfare. Our
analysis is done from an ex post point of view since at this point we
still have not examined the implications of PP for the incentive of the
two firms to accumulate interim R&D knowledge.

Let syy be the net present value of consumer surplus when both
firms develop the new technology, and define syn and snn similarly for
the cases where only one firm, and when neither firm develop it. The
corresponding social welfare is given by the sum of consumer surplus
and firms' profits, so wyy= syy+2πyy, wyn= syn+πyn+πny, and
wnn= snn+2πnn. Since the comparisonbetween consumer surplus and
social welfare under the two filing systems is in general very complex,
we shall impose the following assumption:

A3. C(q)=rq2/2, where rNΠ.
16 Scotchmer and Green (1990) show that firms have stronger incentives to invest in
R&D and to file for patents under the first-to-file rule than under the first-to-patent
rule. This result can explain Tepperman's findings.
Given Assumption A3, it is straightforward to show that the
equilibrium levels of investment in the filing subgame under the PP
system are

q1F =
πyn − πnn

� �
rβL − 1−γθð Þ2Π

� �
r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2 ; q2F =

πyn − πnn

� �
1− γθð Þ r − Πð Þ

r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2 : ð6Þ

The corresponding levels of investment under the CF system, qF̄1

and q̄F
2, are similar except that βθ replaces βL. In the no-fling

subgame, the equilibrium levels of investment, qNF1 and qNF
2 , are also

given by Eq. (6), with θ=0 and with βH replacing βL. By Assumption
A3, rNΠ; together with the assumption that βθ≥βLN1≥1−γθ,
this ensures that the equilibrium investment levels are all strictly
between 0 and 1.

Substituting the equilibrium levels of investment into Eqs. (1)
and (5) and recalling from Propositions 1 and 2 that γθb is implicitly
defined by πF1=πNF1 and γ̂ is implicitly defined by πF̄1=πNF1 , we can
establish the following result:

Lemma 2. Given Assumption A3, patent protection is:

(i) strong if γ z γ�ˆ = θu 1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βL = βH

p
θ ,

(ii) intermediate if γ̂u 1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p
θ V γ <

1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βL = βH

p
θ ,

(iii) weak if γ <
1 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p
θ .

In addition to Assumption A3, we also make the following
assumptions:

A4. syy≥syn≥snn, syy−syn≥syn−snnNπnn−πny.

A5. wyy≥wyn≥wnm.

Assumption A4 implies that the net present value of consumer
surplus is increasing with the number of firms that use the new
technology at an increasing rate. It also implies that thewelfare gain to
consumers when only one firm uses the new technology outweighs
the associated loss to the firm that does not use the new technology.
Assumption A5 implies that social welfare is increasing with the
number of firms that use the new technology. Both assumptions hold
in a broad class of oligopoly models; for instance, when the new
technology is cost reducing, Assumptions A4 and A5 hold in the
Cournot model with homogeneous products and a linear demand and
in the Bertrand model with linear cost functions.

5.2.1. Expected consumers' surplus
Holding firm 1's interim R&D knowledge constant across the two

filing systems, the ex-post expected consumer surplus under both
systems when firm 1 files for a patent is,

S q1; q2 jF
� �

= q1q2 1− γθð Þsyy + 1− q1
� �

1− q2 1− γθð Þ
� �

snn

+ q1 1− q2 1− γθð Þ
� �

+ 1− q1
� �

q2 1− γθð Þ
h i

syn:
ð7Þ

Likewise, the ex-post expected consumer surplus under both
systems absent filing is given by,

S q1; q2 jNF
� �

= q1q2syy + 1− q1
� �

1− q2
� �

snn + q1 1− q2
� �

+ 1− q1
� �

q2
h i

syn: ð8Þ

Let SF≡S(qF1, qF
2|F) be the equilibrium expected value of con-

sumer surplus under the PP system when there is filing, and define
S̄ F≡S(q̄F1, q̄F2|F) similarly for the CF system. When firm 1 does not file for
a patent, PP plays no role and the equilibrium expected value of con-
sumer surplus under both filing systems is given by SNF≡S(qNF1 , qNF2 |NF).
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When patent protection is strong, firm 1 files for a patent under
both systems. Hence, we need to compare SF and S̄ F. Substituting for
qF
1 and qF

2 from Eqs. (6) into (7) yields

SF = snn +
πyn−πnn

� �2
1−γθð Þ2 r − Πð Þ rβL − 1−γθð Þ2Π

� �
s

r2βL− 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �2
+

πyn − πnn

� �
rβL + 1−γθð Þ2 r − 2Πð Þ

� �
syn − snn

� �
r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2 ;

ð9Þ

where s≡syy+snn−2synN0 by Assumption A4. The expression for S̄ F

is identical, except that βθ replaces βL.
In the intermediate protection case, firm 1 files for a patent under

the CF system but not under the PP system. Therefore, we need to
compare S̄ F and SNF , where SNF is also given by Eq. (9) when it is
evaluated at γθ=0 and with βH replacing βL.

Proposition 4. (The effect of PP on consumers.) Suppose that Assump-
tions A3 and A4 hold and patent protection is intermediate or strong, i.e.,
γ≥ γ̂ (otherwise PP is irrelevant). Then PP enhances consumer surplus.
Moreover, when patent protection is intermediate, the increase in
consumer surplus due to PP is larger when γ is larger.

Intuitively, in the strong protection case (γ z 1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βL = βH

p
θ ), firm 1

files for a patent under both filing systems. As Lemma 1 shows, PP
induces both firms to invest more ifΠ<0, so consumers are better-off
as the new technology is more likely to reach the product market.
When ΠN0, PP induces firm 2 to invest more and induces firm 1 to
invest less. Given Assumption A3, the former effect dominates, so once
again consumers are better-off under PP. Things are more subtle when
patent protection is intermediate (1 −

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p
θ V γ <

1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βL = βH

p
θ

),
because then firm 1 files for a patent only under the CF system. As γ
increases, patents are more likely to be upheld in court, so firm 1 is
more likely to block firm 2 from using the new technology in the
product market; hence, consumer surplus under the CF system, S̄ F,
decreases with γ. Under the PP system, firm 1 does not file for a
patent, so the resulting consumer surplus, SNF, is independent of γ.
Noting that S̄F=SNF when γ = 1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p� �
= θ, it follows that SNFN

S̄F, and moreover, SNF− S̄F is increasing with γ.

5.2.2. Expected social welfare
Holding firm 1's interim R&D knowledge constant across the two

filing systems, the (ex post) expected social welfare when firm 1 files
for a patent is WF=SF+πF1+πF2 under the PP system, and W̄F= S̄ F+
π̄F1+π̄F2 under the CF system. When firm 1 does not file for a patent,
the (ex-post) expected social welfare isWNF=SNF+πNF1 +πNF2 . When
patent protection is strong, firm 1 files for a patent under both
systems, so the equilibrium expected social welfare is WF under PP
and W̄F under CF. Given Assumption A3 and using Eqs. (1), (2), (6),
and (9),

WF = wnn +
πyn−πnn

� �2
1−γθð Þ2 r − Πð Þ rβL − 1−γθð Þ2Π

� �
s

r2βL− 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� �2

+
πyn − πnn

� �
rβL + 1−γθð Þ2 r − 2Πð Þ

� �
syn − snn + πny − πnn

� �
r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2

+
πyn−πnn

� �2
r rβL− 1−γθð Þ2Π

� �2
+ βL 1−γθð Þ2 r−Πð Þ2

� �
2 r2βL− 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �2 :

ð10Þ

The expression for W̄F is identical except that βθ replaces βL.
In the intermediate protection case, firm 1 files for a patent only

under the CF system, so the equilibrium expected social welfare is W̄F
under CF and WNF under PP, where WNF is identical to WF except that
γθ=0 and βH replaces βL.

Proposition 5. (The welfare implications of PP.) Suppose that Assump-
tions A3–A5 hold and let

r̂ βð Þu
Π Y2 +

ffiffiffiffi
β

p
Y + β − 1−γθð Þ2

� �
ffiffiffiffi
β

p
Y

; Yu
ffiffiffiffi
β

p
− 1−γθð Þ

� �2
3

ffiffiffiffi
β

p
+ 1−γθð Þ

� �1
3
:

Then,

(i) a sufficient condition for PP to enhance ex-post expected welfare
when patent protection is strong is rN r̂(βθ)

(ii) a sufficient condition for PP to enhance (lower) ex-post expected
welfare when patent protection is intermediate is rN r̂(βθ) and
γ < Nð Þ βH − βM

βH + βθ
; moreover, when these conditions hold, the

welfare gain (loss) from to PP is larger (smaller) the larger is γ.

Proposition 5 reveals that the welfare effect of PP depends on r,
which measures the slope of the marginal cost of R&D. Intuitively, the
R&D cost functions are convex; hence, all else equal, a more even
allocation of investments between the two firms generates an
efficiency gain which increases with r. When patent protection is
intermediate, things also depend on γ, which is the likelihood that
firm 1's patent is upheld in court. As γ increases, firm 2 becomes less
likely to use the new technology and this lowers expected social
welfare under the CF system, where firm 1 files for a patent. Under PP,
1 does not file for a patent so there is no similar negative effect.
5.3. The timing of PP

In countries that have already adopted the PP system, patent
applications are published at 18 months from the filing date (Ragusa,
1992). We now examine the impact of the timing of publication on
social welfare. To this end, we shall assume that an earlier PP leads to a
drop in βL by generating a larger technological spillover when firm 1
files for a patent.

Proposition 6. (The effect of cutting the time between the filing date
and the publication date.) Suppose that Assumptions A3–A5 hold. Then,
as βL falls (publication is made earlier), there are fewer patent
applications under the PP system, but so long as r≥ r̂(βL), the welfare
gain from PP, conditional on filing for a patent, grows larger.

Proposition 6 shows that earlier publication of patent applications
has mixed welfare effects: on the one hand, it increases the cost of
patenting, so less R&D knowledge is disseminated. On the other hand,
conditional on patents being filed, the welfare gain from PP increases
at least when the cost of R&D is sufficiently convex (note that this is
also the condition for PP to be socially desirable). These results are in
line with Bloch and Markowitz (1996) who study the effect of delays
in the mandatory disclosure of interim R&D knowledge on the
incentives to invest in a multi-stage R&D race. They find that shorter
disclosure delays weaken the incentives to accumulate interim R&D
knowledge, but conditional on an initial discovery beingmade, shorter
disclosure delays enhance welfare by decreasing the expected time of
discovering the final commercial product.
6. Ex post licensing

So far we have assumed that when firm 1 holds a patent, it always
sues firm 2 for patent infringement when firm 2 develops the
new technology. In this section we relax this assumption. Assuming
that πyn+πnyN2πyy, firm 1 will continue to sue firm 2 for patent
infringement when both firmsmanage to develop the new technology
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because the joint payoff when firm 1 wins in court, πyn+πny, exceeds
the joint payoff when firm 1 does not sue, 2πyy.17

Things are different however when firm 1 fails to develop the new
technology, while firm 2 succeeds. In that case firm 1 can issue firm 2 an
(ex post) license, which ensures that it will not sue firm 2; in return,
firm 2 pays firm 1 a license fee. The resulting joint payoff of the two
firms is then πyn+πny. Without ex post licensing, firm 1 sues firm 2 and
with probability γ it wins in court and prevents firm 2 from using the
new technology. The resulting joint payoff of the two firms is then 2πnn.
With probability 1−γ, firm 2 wins in court and is then free to use the
new technology, so the joint payoff of the two firms is πyn+πny, exactly
as in the case of ex post licensing. Comparing the joint payoff of the two
firms under ex post licensing, πyn+πny, with their joint payoff absent ex
post licensing, 2γπnn+(1−γ)(πyn+πny), reveals that ex post licensing
is efficient and generates an expected surplus of γ(πyn+πny−2πnn).

To examine the implications of ex post licensing, suppose that firms 1
and 2 divide the expected surplus from ex post licensing, γ(πyn+πny−
2πnn), between them in proportionsα and 1−α. Moreover, note that ex
post licensing matters only when firm 1 files for a patent, a patent is
granted, firm 1 fails to develop the new technology, and firm 2 succeeds.
The probability of this event is θ(1−q1)q2. Hence, ex post licensing
increases the expected payoffs of firms 1 and 2 in the filing subgame by

Δπ1 q1; q2 jF
� �

= θ 1− q1
� �

q2αγ πyn + πny − 2πnn

� �
;

and

Δπ2 q1; q2 jF
� �

= θ 1− q1
� �

q2 1− αð Þγ πyn + πny − 2πnn

� �
:

Two observations are now immediate. First, Δπ1(q1, q2|F)N0, so ex
post licensing has a direct positive effect on firm 1's payoff when it
files for a patent. Second, Δπ1(q1, q2|F) falls with q1, while Δπ2(q1, q2|F)
increases with q2, so the best-response function of firm 1 in the filing
subgame (under both PP and CF) shifts inward, while the best-
response function of firm 2 shifts outward. Since πyn+πnyN2πyyNπyy+
πnn, the best-response functions of the two firms are strategic
substitutes (ΠN0). Consequently, ex post licensing induces firm 1 to
invest less in R&D in the filing subgame, and it induces firm 2 to invest
more. Since this indirect effect lowers the equilibrium profit of firm 1
in the filing subgame, the overall effect of ex post licensing on firm 1's
incentive to file for a patent is in general ambiguous. Nonetheless,
given that the direct and indirect effects of ex post licensing on firm 1's
payoff are the same under the PP and CF systems, ex post licensing
does not affect the main qualitative conclusions of our analysis.

7. The incentives to accumulate interim R&D knowledge

Up to this point, we have focused on the implications of PP after
firm 1 has already accumulated enough interim knowledge to file for a
patent. In this section we ask how PP affects the firms' incentives to
accumulate interim R&D knowledge in the first place. To this end, let B
denote the difference between the expected profits of firm 1 (the
leading firm) and firm 2 (the lagging firm). We argue that the filing
system that leads to a higher B, provides a stronger incentive to
accumulate interim R&D knowledge. As before, we only need to study
the strong and intermediate protection cases because PP is irrelevant
when patent protection is weak.
17 The assumption that πyn+πnyN2πyy holds trivially when firms 1 and 2 are
Bertrand competitors with linear cost functions and the new technology is cost-
reducing, because then πynN0=πyy=πnn=πny. Likewise, this assumption holds when
firms 1 and 2 are Cournot competitors with linear demand and cost functions and the
new technology is sufficiently cost reducing. To illustrate, suppose that the inverse
demand function is P=A−x1−x2, where xi is the output of firm i=1, 2, and let firm
i's marginal cost be 0 if it develops the new technology and k<A/2 otherwise. Then,
πyn=(A+k)2/9, πyy=A2/9, πnn=(A−k)2/9, and πny=(A−2k)2/9, so πyn+ πnyN

2πyy provided that kN2A/5.
In the strong protection case, firm 1 files for a patent under both
filing systems, so B=BF≡πF1−πF2 under the PP system, and B= B̄F≡
π̄F1−π̄F2 under the CF system. Hence, the effect of PP depends on the
sign of BF− B̄F. By Lemma 1, whenΠN0, then πF1<π̄F1 and πF2Nπ̄F2, so it
is clear that BF< B̄F. When Π<0, the relationship between πF2 and π̄F2

is in general ambiguous. To examine the sign of BF−B ̄F, we therefore
impose Assumption A3. Using Eqs. (1), (2), and (6),

BF =
πyn − πnn

� �
πyn + πnn − 2πny

� �
r βL − 1−γθð Þ2
� �

2 r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� � : ð11Þ

B̄F is given by the same expression except that βθ replaces βL.
When protection is intermediate, PP induces firm 1 to stop filing for a

patent, soB=BNF≡πNF1 −πNF2 . UnderCF,firm1continues tofile for apatent,
so as before, B=B̄F. The effect of PP, then, depends on the sign of BNF−B̄F,
where BNF is given by Eq. (11) with βH replacing βL and with θ=0.

Proposition 7. (The effect of PP on the incentives to accumulate interim
R&D knowledge.) Given Assumption A3, PP weakens the incentive to
accumulate R&D knowledge both when patent protection is strong and
when it is intermediate. The negative effect of PP on the incentive to
accumulate interim R&D knowledge decreases with θ when patent
protection is strong but increases with γ when patent protection is
intermediate.

Proposition 7 supports the concern that PP might discourage
investments in R&D. Given the importance of R&D knowledge, this
adverse effect of PP should be given a serious consideration. In addition,
the proposition shows that as patents becomemore likely to be upheld
in court, this drawback of PPbecomes less significant if patent protection
is strong, but more significant if patent protection is intermediate. The
reason for this difference is thatwhenprotection is strong,firm1files for
a patent under both filing systems. As patents becomemore likely to be
upheld in court, PP is less detrimental tofirm1and less beneficial tofirm
2, so its negative effect on the incentive to accumulate interim
knowledge diminishes. When patent protection is intermediate, firm 1
does not file for a patent under the PP system, so γ does not affect the
incentive to invest. But, since an increase in γ boosts the incentive to
invest under the CF system, the detrimental effect of PP on the incentive
to invest (i.e., the difference between BNF and B̄F) increases.

8. Conclusion

We have studied a cumulative innovation model inwhich one firm
has accumulated interim R&D knowledge and needs to decide
whether or not to apply for a patent. The benefit from applying is
that if a patent is granted, the firm can sue its rival for patent
infringement in case the rival successfully develops a new commercial
technology. Applying for a patent is costly however because it creates
a technological spillover which diminishes the technological advan-
tage of the applicant. This spillover is larger under a PP system because
then the rival gets access to the applicant's knowledge through the
patent application (even if eventually the application is turned down)
rather than through the actual patent (if and when it is granted). Our
analysis focuses on the implications of this spillover effect.

Our results suggest that PP discourages patent applications in
industries inwhich patent protection is intermediate andmayweaken
the incentives to invent. At the same time, holding the number of
inventions fixed, PP may raise the likelihood that new technologies
will reach the product market and may therefore benefit consumers
and may also enhance social welfare.

Although our model is quite general (we do not assume a particular
typeof competition in theproductmarket,wedonot need todistinguish
between product and process inventions, and we derive many of the
results without assuming a particular functional form for the R&D cost
functions), it is clear that further analysis is needed before we have a
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good understanding of the implications of PP. Inwhat followswe briefly
mention three possible extensions. First, in a dynamic model of R&D in
which firms continuously accumulate interim R&D knowledge, firms
need to decide not only whether to apply for a patent but also when to
do it. Filing early is risky because the application is less likely to be
accepted; on the other hand, an early filing contains less knowledge and
hence leads to a smaller technological spillover. Applying early can also
play a defensive role because thefirm is not only able to sue rivals earlier,
but can also preempt rivals from getting their own patent. This ensures
that the firm will not be sued for patent infringement by rivals.

Second, it is possible to extend our analysis by allowing firm 1 to
strategically decide how much interim knowledge to include in its
patent application: including more knowledge increases the prob-
ability that a patent will be granted but also increases the degree of
technological spillover.

Third, when firms have private information regarding the extent of
their interim R&D knowledge (or even the fact that they are trying to
develop thenew technology), PP reveals this information to rivals earlier
and for sure. This will obviously affect the incentives to file. Moreover,
firms may be tempted to abuse the PP system and file for a patent in
order to fool their rivals into believing that they are ahead in the race. At
the same time, PPmay eliminate “submarine” patents, by giving firms a
due warning about patent applications which are in the pipeline.18

Appendix A

Following are Lemma A1, and the proofs of Lemmas 1–2,
Propositions 1–7, and Corollaries 2–3.

Lemma A1. The effect of patent protection on the equilibrium R&D
investments under the two filing systems:

(i) ∂q2F
∂ γθð Þ < 0 while the sign of ∂q1F

∂ γθð Þ is equal to the sign ofΠ. Moreover,

qF
2NqNF

2 when γθ=0 and conversely when γθ=1−βL/βH.

(ii) ∂ q̄2F
∂γ < 0 while the sign of ∂ q̄1F

∂γ is equal to the sign of Π. Moreover,

q̄F
2NqNF

2 when γ=0 and conversely when γ=(1−βθ/βH)/θ.

Proof of Lemma A1.
(i) The Nash equilibrium in the filing subgame is implicitly defined

by the equations
∂π1 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ

∂q1 = 0 and
∂π2 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ

∂q2 = 0. Differen-

tiating this system with respect to γθ yields:

∂q1F
∂ γθð Þ =

Π 1− γθð Þ q1F πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1F

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
+ βLq

2
FC″ q2F

� �h i
βLC″ q1F

� �
C″ q2F

� �
− Π2 1−γθð Þ2 ;

and

∂q2F
∂ γθð Þ =

−Π2 1− γθð Þq2F − q1F πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1F

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
C″ q1F

� �
βLC″ q1F

� �
C″ q2F

� �
− Π2 1−γθð Þ2 ;

where Π≡πyn+πny−πyy−πnn. By Assumption A2, C″(qF1)C″
(qF2)NΠ2; together with the fact that βLN1, it follows that the
denominator in both expressions is strictly positive. Hence,
∂q2F
∂ γθð Þ < 0 while the sign of ∂q1F

∂ γθð Þ is equal to the sign of Π.
To compare qF

2 and qNF
2 , suppose first that γθ=0. Then, Eqs.

(1) and (3) coincide, so R1(q2|F)=R1(q2|NF). On the other
hand, since βL<βH, it follows that R2(q1|F)NR2(q1|NF) for all q1.
18 Submarine patents refer to patent applications which are intentionally delayed by
the applicants until a similar idea is commercialized by someone else, at which point
the application is completed and entitles the patentholder to collect royalties. A case in
point are the patents that were issued in the 1980s and the 1990s to Jerome Lemelson
for bar code-scanning and “machine vision” technologies which he first filed for in
1954 and 1956. According to a story published in the American Lawyer in May 1993,
Lemelson collected $500 million in royalties from manufacturers who inadvertently
infringed on his patents.
Hence, qF2NqNF2 (this is true irrespective or whether ΠN0 or
Π<0). Next, suppose that γθ=1−βL/βH. Then, it is easy to
verify that

∂π2 q1 ;q2 jFð Þ
∂q2 = 0 implies

∂π2 q1 ;q2 jNFð Þ
∂q2 = 0, soR2(q1|F)=

R2(q1|NF). By contrast,
∂2π1 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ

∂q1∂ γθð Þ = q2Π, so R1(q2|F)NR1

(q2|NF) if ΠN0 and R1(q2|F)<R1(q2|NF) if Π<0. Recalling
that the best-response functions are downward sloping when
ΠN0 and upward sloping whenΠ<0, it follows that qF2<qNF

2 .
(ii) The proof is similar to the proof of part (i), except that βθ

replaces βL and γ replaces θγ. □

Proof of Proposition 1. By Eq. (3), πNF1 is independent of γ and θ.
Using the envelope theorem,

∂π1
F

∂ γθð Þ = − q2F q1F πyy − πyn

� �
+ 1− q1F

� �
πny − πnn

� �h i
+

∂π1
F

∂q2
∂q2F
∂ γθð Þ : ð12Þ

Assumption A1 ensures that the bracketed expression and ∂πF1/∂q2
are negative. Since ∂qF2/∂(γθ)<0, it follows that ∂πF1/∂(θγ)N0.

To prove the existence of γθba 0;1− βL = βHð Þ, such that π1
F⪌π1

NF as
γθTγθb, note that γθb is defined implicitly πF1=πNF1 . Since πF1 increases
with γθ, whereas πNF1 is independent of γθ, it suffices to show that
πF1<πNF1 if γθ=0 and conversely if γθ=1−βL/βH. If γθ=0, Eqs. (1)
and (3) imply that π1(q1, q2|F)=π1(q1, q2|NF). Consequently,

π1
F < π1 q1F ; q

2
NF jF

� �
= π1 q1F ; q

2
NF jNF

� �
V π1

NF ;

where the strict inequality follows because ∂π1(q1, q2|F)/∂q2<0
and since Lemma A1 states that qF

2NqNF
2 when γθ=0, and the

weak inequality is implied by revealed preferences (i.e., the definition
of qNF1 ). Next, suppose that γθ=1−βL/βH. Then by Lemma A1, qF2<
qNF
2 . Using Eqs. (1) and (3) and Assumption A1, it is easy to show that

π1(q1, q2|F)Nπ1(q1, q2|NF) for all γθN0. Hence,

π1
F z π1 q1NF ; q

2
F jF

� �
N π1 q1NF ; q

2
F jNF

� �
N π1

NF ;

where the weak inequality is implied by revealed preferences and the
second strict inequality follows because ∂π1(q1, q2|F)/∂q2<0 and
since qF

2<q2NF. □

Proof of Proposition 2. To prove the existence of γ̂∈(0, 1−βθ/βH)/
θ, note that γ̂ is defined implicitly π̄F1=πNF1 . The proofs that πF̄1

increases with γ and that πF̄1<πNF1 is similar to the proof of Proposition
1. Since πNF1 is independent of γ, it suffices to show that πF̄1NπNF1 if γ=
(1−βθ/βH)/θ. To this end, recall from Lemma A1 that qF̄

2<qNF
2 and

recall from the proof of Proposition 1 that π1(q1, q2|F)Nπ1(q1, q2|NF)
for all γθN0. Consequently,

π̄1
F z π̄1 q1NF ; q̄

2
F jF

� �
N π1 q1NF ; q̄

2
F jNF

� �
N π1

NF ;

where the weak inequality is implied by revealed preferences and the
second strict inequality follows because ∂π1(q1, q2|F)/∂q2<0 and
q̄F
2<qNF

2 . □

Proof of Lemma 1.
(i) Follows immediately from Fig. 3.
(ii) Since qF

2Nq ̄F2 and noting that ∂π1(q1, q2|F)/∂q2<0,

π1
F < π1 q1F ; q̄

2
F jF

� �
V π̄1

F ;

where the weak inequality follows by revealed preferences.
Asforfirm2,notethatifΠN0,thenqF1<q̄F

1.Togetherwiththefactthat
∂π2(q1,q2|F)/∂q1<0, it followsthatπ2(qF1,·|F)Nπ2(q̄F1,·|F).Hence,

π2
F z π2 q1F ; q̄

2
F jF

� �
N π2 q̄1F ; q̄

2
F jF

� �
N π̄2

F ;
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wheretheweakinequalityfollowsfromrevealedpreferencesandthe
second strict inequality follows fromEqs. (2) and (4) bynoting that
βθNβL. □

Proof of Proposition 3. By Propositions 1 and 2, firm 1 files for a
patent under the PP system if γ N γθb= θ and under the CF system if
γN γ̂, where γθb= θ is defined implicitly by πF1=πNF1 and γ̂ is defined
implicitly by π̄F1=πNF1 . Since Propositions 1 and 2 show that ∂π1

F
∂γ ;

∂ π̄1F
∂γ < 0

and since πF1<πF̄1 by Lemma 1, it follows that γ̂ < γ V γθb= θ. □

Proof of Corollary 2. When patent protection is strong, firm 1 files
for a patent under both systems. The effect of PP on the R&D
investments follows in this case from part (i) of Lemma 1. When
patent protection is intermediate, firm 1 files for a patent only under
the CF system. The R&D investment levels are then qNF

1 and qNF
2 under

PP and q ̄F1 and q̄F
2 under CF. To compare these levels of investment,

note that from Eqs. (4) and (5) that R2(q1|NF) and R̄2(q1|F),
respectively are implicitly defined by

∂π2 q1; q2 jNF
� �

∂q2
= q1 πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
− βHC′ q2

� �
= 0;

and

∂ π̄ 2 q1; q2 jF
� �
∂q2

= 1− γθð Þ q1 πyy − πny

� �
+ 1− q1

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
− βθC′ q2

� �
= 0:

Substituting from the
∂ π̄2 q1 ;q2 jNFð Þ

∂q2 = 0 into
∂ π̄2 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ

∂q2 and rearran-
ging terms,

∂ π̄ 2 q1; q2 jF
� �
∂q2

= 1− βθ

βH

� �
− γθ

	 

βHC′ q2

� �
:

If γθ z 1− βθ
βH
, then, evaluated at q2=R2(q1|NF),

∂ π̄2 q1 ;q2 j Fð Þ
∂q2 V 0,

implying that R̄2(q1|F)≤R2(q1|NF). If ΠN0, then R1(q2|F)NR1(q2|NF)
and since thebest-response functions are downward sloping, q̄F1NqNF2 and
q̄F
2NqNF

2 . If Π<0, then R1(q2|F)<R1(q2|NF) and since the best-response
functions are upward sloping, q̄F1<qNF

2 and q̄F
2<qNF

2 . If γθ < 1− βθ
βH
, then,

R̄2(q1|F)NR2(q1|NF) and hence the relationship between qNF
1 and qNF

2 and
q̄F
1 and q̄F

2 is ambiguous. □

Proof of Corollary 3. The reason why PP hurts firm 1 is explained in
the text following the proposition. To see that PP may benefit firm 2,
suppose first that patent protection is strong. Then firm 1 files for a
patent under both systems. Since βθNβL, it follows from Eqs. (2) and
(4) that π2(q1,q2|F)Nπ̄2(q1, q2|F). Panel a of Fig. 3 shows that when
ΠN0, qF1<q ̄F1. Given that ∂π2(q1,q2|F)/∂q1<0, this implies in turn that
π2(qF1,·|F)Nπ2(q ̄F1,·|F). Hence,

π2
F z π2 q1F ; q̄

2
F jF

� �
N π2 q̄1

F ; q̄
2
F jF

� �
N π̄ 2

F ;

where the weak inequality follows from revealed preferences.
If patent protection is intermediate, then firm 1 files for a patent

only under the CF system. Hence, we need to show that cases exist in
which πF̄2<πNF2 . Using Eqs. (4) and (5),

π2 q̄1
F ; q̄

2
F jNF

� �
− π̄ 2

F = θγ q̄2
F q̄1

F πyy − πyn

� �
+ 1− q̄1

F

� �
πyn − πnn

� �h i
− θ βH − βMð ÞC q̄2

F

� �
:

Substituting for the square bracketed term from the first order
condition, ∂ π̄

2 q̄1F ;q̄
2
F jFð Þ

∂q2
= 0, and recalling that C(q) is strictly convex,

π2 q̄1
F ; q̄

2
F jNF

� �
− π̄ 2

F =
θγ q̄2

F βθC′ q̄2
F

� �
1− γθ

− θ βH − βMð ÞC q̄2
F

� �
N
θβHC q̄2

F

� �
1− γθ

γ + 1− βM

βH
Þ

	 

:

Hence, π2(q ̄F1,qF̄2|NF)NπF̄2 for all γN1−βM/βH . If qNF1 <qF̄
1, then since

∂π2(q1, q2|NF)/∂q1<0 , it follows that

π2
NF z π2 q1NF ; q̄

2
F jNF

� �
N π2 q̄1

F ; q̄
2
F jNF

� �
N π̄ 2

F ;

where the weak inequality follows by revealed preferences. □

Proof of Proposition 4. In the strong protection case, we need to
compare S ̄F (consumers' surplus under the CF system) and SF
(consumers' surplus under the PP system). Now,

SF − S̄ F =
πyn−πnn

� �2
r 1−γθð Þ2 r−Πð Þ2 βθ − βLð Þ βθ − βLð Þ syn − snn

� �
rβθ + 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �

r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �
+ πyn−πnn

� �2
r − Πð Þ 1−γθð Þ2 rβL − 1−γθð Þ2Π

r2βL− 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� �2 − rβθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π

r2βθ− 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� �2

" #
s:

Since βθNβL, this expression is strictly positive, implying that PP
makes consumers better-off.

In the intermediate protection case, we need to compare S̄F
(consumers' surplus under the CF system) and SNF (consumers'
surplus under the PP system). Now,

SNF − S̄ F =
πyn − πnn

� �
r r−Πð Þ2 βθ − βH 1− γθð Þð Þ syn − snn

� �
r2βθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �

r2βH − Π2� �
+ πyn−πnn

� �2
r − Πð Þ rβH − Π

r2βH−Π2
� �2 −

1−γθð Þ2 rβθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π
� �

r2βθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �
r2βH − Π2� �

24 35s:
ð13Þ

Recallingthat intheintermediateprotectioncase,γ z 1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p� �
= θ,

we get βθ−βH(1−γθ)2≥0, so the first line of Eq. (13) is positive. The
square bracketedexpression in the second line is increasingwithγ and it
vanishes atγ = 1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p� �
= θ; hence the second line is positive as

well, so SNFN S̄F for all parameter values in the intermediate protection
case.Finally, it isstraightforwardtoestablishthatthefirst lineofEq.(13)is
increasingwithγ. Sincethesecondlineisalso increasingwithγ, it follows
that the gain of consumers fromPP is larger the larger isγ. □

Proof of Proposition 5.
(i) In the strong protection case we need to compare WF and W̄F.

Noting that W̄F is identical toWF, expect that βθ replaces βL, we
can show thatWFNW̄F, by establishing a sufficient condition for
∂WF/∂β<0 for all β∈ [βL, βθ]. From Eq. (10),

∂WF

∂β = −
πyn − πnn

� �
r 1−γθð Þ2 r − Πð Þ

2 r2β− 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �3
× ½ πyn − πnn

� �
Z r;βð Þ + 2 πyn − πnn

� �
M βð ÞS

+ 2 r − Πð Þ r2β − 1−γβð Þ2Π2
� �

syn − snn + πny − πnn

� �
�;

ð14Þ

where

M βð Þu r− 1−γθð ÞΠð Þ2 + r2 β − 1ð Þ + 2rγθ 1− γθð ÞΠ N 0;

and

Z r;βð Þur2β r − 3Πð Þ + 1−γθð Þ2Π2 3r − Πð Þ:

The expression outside the square brackets in Eq. (14) is
negative, while the last two expressions inside the square
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brackets are positive (the last term is positive by Assumption
A4). Hence Z(r, β)≥0 is sufficient for ∂WF/∂β<0 for all β∈ [βL,
βθ], which in turn ensures that WFNW̄F. Now, surely, Z(r, β)N0
if r−3Π≥0. Otherwise, Z(r, β)≥0 is sufficient for Z(r, β)N0
for all β∈ [βL, βθ). Recalling from Assumption A3 that rNΠ and
noting that Z(r, βθ) is a convex function of r and that Z′(Π, βθ)<
0 and Z(Π, βθ)<0, it follows that Z(r, βθ)N0, provided that r≥ r̂
(βθ), where r̂(·) is defined in the proposition.

(ii) When protection is intermediate, we need to compareWNF and
W̄F. Noting that WNF=W̄F when θ=0 (in that case βθ=βH), a
sufficient condition for PP to enhance (lower) welfare is that
∂W̄F/∂θ<0 (∂W̄F/∂θN0) for all θa 0;γθb= γÞ

h
. Using Eq. (10),

∂ W̄F

∂θ =
πyn − πnn

� �
r 1− γθð Þ r − Πð Þ βH − βM − γ βH + βθð Þð Þ

2 r2βθ + 1−γθð Þ2Π� �2
× ½ πyn − πnn

� �
Z r;βθð Þ + 2 πyn − πnn

� �
M βθð Þs

+ 2 r − Πð Þ r2βθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� �

syn − snn + πny − πnn

� �
�:

The expression inside the square brackets is similar to the
expression inside the square brackets in Eq. (14) and is
therefore positive when r≥ r̂(βθ). In that case, the sign of ∂ W̄F

∂θ
depends on the sign of (βH−βM)−γ(βH−βθ) which is
negative (positive) if γ N <ð Þ βH − βM

βH + βθ
.

Finally, note that WNF is independent of γ, while using Eq. (10),

∂ W̄F

∂γ = −
πyn − πnn

� �
rβθ 1− γθð Þ r − Πð Þ

r2β− 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� �3 × ½ πyn − πnn

� �
Z r;βð Þ

+ 2 πyn − πnn

� �
M βθð Þs + 2 r − Πð Þ r2βθ − 1−γβð Þ2Π2

� �
× syn − snn + πny − πnn

� �
�;

which is negative when r≥ r̂(βθ). Thus, WNF does better relative to W̄F

as γ increases. □

Proof of Proposition 6. Under PP, firm 1 files for patent if
γ N 1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βL = βH

p� �
= θ. As βL falls, the right side of the inequality

increases, so firm 1 files for a smaller set of parameters. If the
inequality still holds, firm 1 files for a patent under both filing systems,
so the welfare effect of PP is given by WF−W̄F, where W̄F is
independent of βL, while ∂WF/∂βL<0 if r≥ r̂(βL) (see Eq. (10)).
Hence, so long as r≥ r̂(βL), lowering βL boosts the welfare gain from
PP. □

Proof of Proposition 7. In the strong protection case, the effect of PP
on the incentive to accumulate interim R&D knowledge depends on
the sign of the following expression:

BF − B̄ F = −
πyn − πnn

� �
πyn + πnn − 2πny

� �
r r2 − Π2
� �

1−γθð Þ2 βθ − βLð Þ
2 r2βL − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� �

r2βθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π2� � < 0:

Straightforward calculation reveals that this expression increaseswith
γ; hence PP weakens the incentive to invent, but less so as γ increases.

In the intermediate protection case, the effect of PP depends on the
sign of:

BNF − B̄ F =
πyn − πnn

� �
πyn + πnn − 2πny

� �
r r2 − Π2
� �

βH 1−γθð Þ2 − βθ

� �
2 r2βH − Π2
� �

r2βθ − 1−γθð Þ2Π2
� � < 0;
where the inequality follows because in the intermediate protection
case, γ z 1−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βθ = βH

p� �
= θ (see Lemma 2), which ensures that βH(1−

γθ)2−βθ≤0. Hence, once again, PP weakens the incentives to
accumulate interim R&D knowledge. However now, straightforward
calculation reveals that BNF− B̄F decreases with γ, so the negative
impact of PP increases when γ increases. □
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